
Privacy Policy for Click to Call Chrome Extension
-------------------------------------------------
This privacy policy outlines the information that is collected, used, and disclosed by the Click to Call Chrome Extension.
By installing or using this extension, you agree to the collection and use of information in accordance with this policy.

Information Collection and Use
------------------------------
The Click to Call Chrome Extension requires access to your browser tabs in order to perform certain functions, such as
opening, closing, or modifying tabs, and displaying content on specific tabs or windows.

When you attempt to log in using the extension, the system will verify your credentials, such as your username and
password, against a stored database of authorized users. The login result will then indicate whether you have
successfully logged in or if your attempt was unsuccessful.

If the login result is successful, you will be granted access to the system or application and be able to perform actions or
view content based on your level of authorization. If the login result is unsuccessful, you will be denied access and may
be prompted to retry your login or seek assistance.

In addition to providing access to the system or application, the login result can also be used for auditing purposes, such
as tracking login attempts or identifying potential security breaches.

Information Disclosure
----------------------
The Click to Call Chrome Extension does not sell, trade, or otherwise transfer your personal information to outside
parties. 

Information Security
---------------------
We take appropriate security measures to protect against unauthorized access, alteration, disclosure, or destruction of
your personal information stored within our extension.

Changes to Privacy Policy
-------------------------
We reserve the right to modify this privacy policy at any time, so please review it frequently. If we make material
changes to this policy, we will notify you here or by email, and the updated policy will be effective immediately upon
posting.

Contact Us
----------

If you have any questions about this privacy policy, please contact us at 

201,Vraj Valencia Behind Mahindra showroom, 
NR SOLA FLYOVER, S.G HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT
INDIA, 380060

For sales inquiry
+91 7820069900, +91 7820063300
sales@voiceetc.co.in

For customer support
+91 9016544566, +91 7878785969
support@voicetec.co.in


